NEW NAFA MEASURING SYSTEM

TIMELINE FOR ROLL-OUT

*ALL DATES ARE PROJECTED AND SUBJECT TO ADJUSTMENT

PHASE 1
APRIL 1, 2021 - SEPT 30, 2021

- Regions start to open up with Transitional Flyball
- Laser Measuring Device & tables will go out to regions
- Competitors & Judges practice measuring with new device
- Judges and RDs get certification on new device

APRIL 1, 2021
RELEASE TRAINING VIDEOS

- Release measuring training videos for competitors, judges, regional directors

PHASE 2
OCT 1, 2021 - SEPT 30, 2022

- Normal flyball returns in all regions
- Current rules arounds measuring still in effect - wicket or laser device can be used
- Competitors can continue to practice
- Measurements can count towards Temporary/Permanent Measurement

OCTOBER 1, 2021
RELEASE UPDATED RULEBOOK

- Rulebook will be updated with all new requirements ready for when Mandatory Measuring comes into effect

PHASE 3
OCT 1, 2022 -

- All Rules are in effect for Mandatory Measuring

OCTOBER 1, 2022
MANDATORY MEASURING IN EFFECT

QUESTIONS: FLYBALL@FLYBALL.ORG